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After reading the article written by Prof. Amitai Etzioni of George Washington University, 
I can not help but share the concerns his article alluded to. Here are my comments: 
Planning for war whether it is offensive or defensive, must be done on the basis of  
sound strategy. Prof. Etzioni rightly hinted that the U.S.’ ASB plan seems to have been 
launched before a thorough debate and a sound strategy were well established, hence, 
giving rise to the concern that adversaries will counter their own military build-up 
eventually leading to a devastating nuclear war.  
 

Famous Chinese military strategist Sun Tze said clearly in his world-known book, The 
Art of War, that war should be the last resort in settling differences. If war is inevitable, 
then the planning must be thorough and grounded in absolutely sound strategic 
thinking. I am not a military strategist, but based on my understanding of Sun Tze and 
common wisdom, I feel that any military plan such as ASB must pass some basic 
strategic thinking before it is implemented. This strategic thinking can be placed in three 
categories, Psychological, theoretical (or Ideological) and Practical (or Economic) 
considerations.  
 

From a psychological point of view, is ASB a deterrent or provocative plan? The answer 
to this question is quite obvious; it does not take a military genius to know that it is a 
provocative plan. The U.S. pursued full-proof preemptive strike capability because she 
felt provoked, and in turn, ASB will provoke targeted country to think about an anti-ASB 
build up to retaliate against an ASB attack. Unless ASB is guaranteed to succeed in 
terms of wiping out the opponent totally, the consequence is unthinkable and 
unacceptable in the strategic sense. If the military strength of the target is wiped out, the 
people left would bear the devastating consequences and would develop a deep hatred 
which will dwarf the Islamic terrorists’ hatred for generations. Can American people bear 
the psychological strain after the U.S. launches an ASB attack? I am not sure the U.S. 
citizens have been given a chance to think about this strategic question. The concept of 
ASB going beyond containment may have worked against a small and weak target, but 
would not have worked against the Soviet Union, for instance. With weapon so far 
technologies advanced (sophisticated electronics, communication and control involving 
satellite and global networks) a full-proof strike is hardly guaranteed, hence unthinkable. 
Cyber technology shrinks the timeline for war-time decision making (compared to WW II 
era warfare) and makes the military intelligence so vulnerable that there is no full proof 
solution. Even given NSA's ability to monitor and capture the entire world's 
communications and information, there is no way to guarantee that data did not contain 
planned information to lead to a false decision. Therefore, the current ASB plan does 
not pass the simple psychological test as a plan based on a sound strategy. 
  

From Ideological or a theoretical point of view, is ASB the only solution to counter any 
rising nation seeking to challenge the U.S.’ supreme power? The U.S. and China have 
cultural, historical and philosophical differences, but the most significant difference lies 



between their political systems. The U.S. has been the sole bearer of democracy that 
advocates people's voting power. However, this difference does not warrant adopting a 
plan of annihilation plan such as ASB. Any political scientist will tell you there is no and 
has never been a perfect political system in the modern world or in history. The U.S. 
democracy has not worked perfectly as evidenced by our grid-locked Congress and 
deteriorating economy, education, manufacturing and quality of life. No doubt, the U.S. 
system is attractive for many immigrants who want to enter this country including many 
Chinese citizens. If this trend continues, there is no need for the U.S. to worry that a 
rising China is threatening the US political system, is there? If that trend stops, then 
it has to be the result of political reform in China; then it would perhaps be time for the 
U.S. to examine and accelerate her political reform. Ideologically, China has never fully 
endorsed the Soviet style communism, and the legacies of its past leaders like Mao, 
Deng etc have been reevaluation. Thus there does not seem to be any ideological 
grounds for the U.S. to adopt ASB. 
  
From practical or economic point of view, is ASB a feasible plan? First in the above 
discussion, the author believes there is no full-proof winning plan possible in the modern 
cyber-enabled war. Take the GPS system alone: It took many years and a lot of 
investments to build a satellite system (separately for military) but now China has 
developed her own system (provoked by the psychological reasons discussed above) to 
feel secure. The U.S. may still enjoy a technological lead but China is no longer a WW-II 
China; psychologically she has transformed from a weak victim psychology to a grown-
up self-respect seeking psychology. The more pressure is applied to her the more 
resistance she will show. In its rise, China has definitely prioritized in growing economic 
strength not aggressive military power (she has only a carrier refurbished from a used 
Russian carrier hulk while the U.S. is re-balancing her navy in the Pacific, namely 
encircling China’s seas.) How would you feel and what would you do? By exercising the 
'tolerant' policy as the weak Chin Dynasty reacted to the western power or leap frog the 
technologies to stand up to threats? China chose the latter because she has earned her 
economic power. She has the means to pay and expand militarily to ensure there will 
never be another Japanese invasion or eight western powers to dividing the Chinese 
sea shore line. On the contrary, the U.S. is suffering economically partially due to her 
war diplomacy and partially due to a decline in world competitiveness in production 
because of a faltering political system. The U.S. maintained her military superpower 
status by outspending the world top ten countries combined, but this is not sustainable 
nor necessary from a strategic point of view, as we discussed above. Therefore, from a 
practical standpoint, we need to debate the viability of an ASB plan. If we have to 
finance the ASB alone and provide supports to all our partners, the cost is prohibitive. If 
we count on partners, like Japan, Korea, Taiwan, and the Philippines, to chip in money 
for the ASB, it gets more complicated than NATO. Japan has her own agenda which 
may not be beneficial to the U.S. Korea has her own national issues with Japan. 
Taiwan, which has been manipulated all these years by external powers, may finally 
have a wake-up call. Seriously, can US manage these partners in an ASB plan with an 
ill-defined objective? I seriously doubt it.  
 

ASB is still not well explained by the Pentagon to the public. We may be overly worried, 
but in today's world, it is safer and wiser to be concerned about world affairs than not. I 



applaud GWU for hosting a debate on ASB to shed some light on the possible wrong 
assumptions made under ASB which may lead to an unnecessary all-out war with 
China, a war likely to include Russia and other nations in the world.    
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